COMPETITION IN THE LODGING BUSINESS
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER

In this chapter, we are concerned with competition in lodging. As we did when we considered the food service business, we use the marketing mix as a framework for the analysis of competition. First, however, we must consider the somewhat special conditions in lodging under which this competition takes place. Then it is necessary to describe the way in which the marketing mix is applied to lodging. Finally, we use this perspective to consider the competitive practices of the industry.

THIS CHAPTER SHOULD HELP YOU

1. Identify the five conditions of competition in lodging, and explain their effects on the hotel business.
2. Explain how the four Ps of the marketing mix are applied in lodging competition.
3. Describe the upstairs-downstairs segmentation in the lodging industry and how it meets the differing needs of customers.
4. Describe and provide examples of how hotels differentiate themselves through the variety and mix they provide in food service options and other services and amenities.
5. List the strengths and weaknesses of the use of yield management in the hotel business.
6. Describe the effects on lodging of travel intermediaries and distribution channels.
7. Describe the impact of the Internet on the hotel industry.
8. Explain how partnerships and frequent-guest programs operate and why they are important to marketing the lodging industry.
The beginning of the twenty-first century was characterized by extreme changes for the lodging industry and the North American lodging industry in particular. The losses experienced by the industry were related to a weakening economy, the tragedies of September 11, the war in Iraq, and the outbreaks of SARS and H1N1. Unlike the lodging industry crisis of the 1990s, the challenging times starting in 2001 were not directly related to overbuilding of hotels and a surplus of room inventory. Overbuilding, however, is always a concern in terms of how it can significantly and negatively impact the industry even in better economic times, such as the turnaround that started in 2003 and the subsequent decline beginning in 2007. Indeed, the increasing role of public capital markets, which we discussed in the last chapter, increases the availability of capital for possible overbuilding. The low variable cost of the industry makes price cutting in the short run tempting—and price cutting is always tempting when overcapacity is a problem. Moreover, technological changes related to where, how, and when a hotel room is sold are changing the marketplace every day. The impact of the Internet on the hotel pricing structure has been a major factor—more than ever could be imagined when hotel-related Web sites first emerged. In the following sections, we discuss each of these conditions of competition. To begin this discussion, it is interesting to consider the top-ten hotel companies (see Figure 12.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>HOTELS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wyndham Hotel Group</td>
<td>7,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Choice Hotels International</td>
<td>5,827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IHG (InterContinental Hotels Group)</td>
<td>4,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Best Western International</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Accor</td>
<td>3,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hilton Hotels Corp.</td>
<td>3,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Marriot International</td>
<td>3,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Carlson Hotels Worldwide</td>
<td>1,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Starwood Hotels &amp; Resorts Worldwide Inc.</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Groupe du Louvre</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 12.1
Top-ten companies by number of hotels.
A FRAGMENTED MARKET

The facts of the marketplace are that the ownership of hotel properties is spread among a wide number of individuals and corporations. The presence of national and regional hotel brands gives the appearance of a few dominant chains. Ownership in the hotel business, however, is not highly concentrated; rather, it is a highly fragmented market. A hotel brand or franchise has come to be called a “flag.” Although it is not as easy for a hotel to drop a franchise as it is to take down a flag, the analogy is compelling. Sometimes converting from a chain affiliation to becoming an independent is a voluntary move on the part of the hotel’s ownership. Sometimes, however, the chain drops its affiliation with the hotel for a number of reasons. It could be that the hotel’s owners did not pay the required fees to the chain. It may have involved the hotel not maintaining the chain’s standards of service or cleanliness. Franchise agreements between franchisors and franchisees stipulate in detail reasons for terminating the relationship on both the part of the chain and the ownership of the hotel.

The lodging industry is not static in terms of the types of hotels that may be competing against one another. The pipeline forecast included 5,642 projects nationwide—including renovations, conversions from one flag to another, and new construction—equating to 740,272 rooms in late 2008. The segment mainly driving the pipeline was the midmarket property. Marriott, Hilton, and InterContinental are front runners of new hotels in this segment. Other strong developer favorites were Choice, Starwood, and Best Western. Overall, InterContinental had the largest roster of projects and is the only company with more than 1,000 projects in development.¹

Supply and demand patterns are major causes of shifts in the hotel industry. Large firms have large stakes and are less likely to do something unpredictable. In a fragmented market, with many small firms seeking their own interests and survival,
competition is much less predictable. When survival is at stake, as it often is in lodging, desperate measures taken by one or a few players can destabilize an entire market.

**A CYCLICAL MARKET**

A second condition that shapes competition in lodging, as noted in Chapter 11, is that lodging is a **cyclical industry**, one that has been characterized by periods of demand outpacing supply as well as supply surpassing demand. The immediate outlook for the industry depends, in large part, on where the industry is in the cycle. Generally, when overcapacity threatens an industry, pricing stability is undermined.

**COST STRUCTURE**

A third critical competitive characteristic of the lodging business is that it has a **low variable cost** in relation to sales and a correspondingly high fixed cost. A low variable cost means that there is very little cost associated with the sale of one more room. The variable cost can be as low as $5 per rented room, ranging up to $15 or $20, while the corresponding room rate might range from $30 to $120. This large margin over costs makes it easy to cut prices and still show a profit—in the short run. The temptation to cut prices is particularly strong in periods where supply exceeds demand, occupancies and revenues fall, and the need to meet the burden of high fixed costs becomes more pressing.

**SEcurITIZATION**

Another related condition, also discussed in Chapter 11, is the growth in **securitization** in the industry. By making capital more readily available to developers, securitization makes overbuilding more of a threat. New sources of financing clearly increase the total financing available for purchase of hotels and bring an increased number of firms with deep pockets (i.e., well-financed firms) to the hotel business in all of its segments.

**TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION**

A final factor is the **impact of technology** on the hotel business. Technology and the change it brings cuts across all areas of the hotel business: improving service, facilitating control of costs, and heightening security, for example. As a condition of competition, however, we need to note that in the area of marketing, the technological revolution has fundamentally altered the way hotel rooms are offered for sale. The Internet has had a tremendous impact on the way hotels do business. Internet-based
The conditions of competition in the lodging industry are fragmented ownership, cyclical nature, overcapacity with downward pressure on prices, low variable cost with downward pressure on prices, high fixed cost, increasing securitization, and technological revolution. These factors make capital more available for development, heighten the role of travel intermediaries, add to marketing costs, and reduce control over price channels of distribution such as Travelocity and Expedia.

Collectively, these factors describe an industry that is highly competitive. Within these conditions, the marketing mix can be used to analyze competitive practices in lodging. Figure 12.2 summarizes the five conditions of competition in the lodging industry.

**Figure 12.2**
The conditions of competition in lodging.

Channels of distribution such as Travelocity and Expedia have put the hotel consumer in the driver’s seat in terms of shopping for the most competitive room rates. Finally, computerization of guest and customer prospect information makes possible the use of individualized information in planning and executing promotional plans.

Collectively, these factors describe an industry that is, on a scale of competitive to monopolistic, highly competitive. Within the boundaries of these conditions, the marketing mix can be used to analyze competitive practices in lodging. Figure 12.2 summarizes the five conditions of competition in the lodging industry.

### The Marketing Mix in Lodging

The marketing mix is conventionally thought of as encompassing the four Ps: product, price, place, and promotion. In most cases, the application of these terms varies, but in lodging, we can hardly be surprised that we need to modify the four Ps to make the concepts that underlie them clear.

*Product* includes both physical goods and services. It also involves characteristics that are present in the individual property, such as the guest rooms, the lobby, and the amenities package, and services offered by a hotel. However, product
also refers to the lodging system’s (chain’s or franchise group’s) services. Ultimately, the product the guest consumes is an experience—what happens to her or him, in its totality, during a visit.

*Price* refers not to some fixed rate but a price that varies with levels of demand and with customer groups served. Because there is no inventory of yesterday’s rooms, there is pressure to sell rooms each day. Alternatively, what is for sale is a fixed capacity, and so price tends to rise in periods of high demand. The truth is that the rack rate (the listed price you might find in a directory) is paid by only a small percentage of guests, probably less than one-fifth. It is more realistic, therefore, to speak of *pricing policy* rather than just price. As noted previously, the industry is cyclical, and fixed costs tend to exert downward pressure on prices in markets where there is overcapacity.

*Place*, referring to the location of an individual property, is a very important aspect of the lodging marketing mix, but the places where the hotel room is sold—for instance, travel agents and other travel intermediaries—are also extremely important. This latter aspect, we will find, is also a system characteristic in chains and other lodging groups.
Promotion refers to marketing communication, generally taken to include persuasive activities, such as advertising, sales promotion, and public relations. We also include here persuasive activities such as frequent-traveler programs and other individualized means to reward customers for brand loyalty.

Figure 12.3 summarizes the lodging marketing mix as it is discussed in this chapter. In the next section, we explore these concepts in detail in terms of market tactics.

**COMPETITIVE TACTICS**

The competitive strategies and tactics used in the lodging marketplace are implemented by using the elements of the marketing mix to target guest segments and to differentiate one hotel offering from another. The notion that “If you build a better mousetrap, the world will beat a pathway to your door” may have an element of truth in it. The success of the hospitality transaction does begin with the product, but in a competitive market, it must be priced right and conveniently placed for the purchaser. Finally, the offer of the hotel must be persuasively communicated to the right target markets.

**PRODUCT IN A SEGMENTED MARKET**

Lodging products are made up of both goods and services. By the term *goods*, we mean the tangible aspects of lodging, such as a lobby or a guest room. Services, however, involve guest interactions with staff or hotel facilities. Both goods and services are
crafted to meet the needs and preferences of particular target markets. At a very basic level, the industry is divided into properties that serve the “upstairs” guest and those that serve the “downstairs” guest.³

Upstairs guests are interested in what you find upstairs in a hotel, that is, guest rooms. They want comfortable, clean accommodations. This market is willing to give up extra services—that is, services that they don’t want—for a lower price. The success of the limited-service segment clearly indicates that there is a large upstairs market that focuses on just the basics in the guest room. Fairfield Inns, Comfort Inns, and Hampton Inns represent a midscale version of the upstairs market, while many all-suite properties represent a deluxe approach to the upstairs market, just as Motel 6 aims at the economy-minded. It is important to see how each focuses on guest preference in a different way.

The downstairs market, however, either needs the more extensive services of a full-service hotel or finds them desirable. Downstairs guests want the traditional lobby floor attractions of full-service hotels: dining rooms, cocktail lounges, meeting and banquet facilities, and the like. Downstairs guests are willing to pay for the additional services because they are necessary or because they can readily afford them. Generally, we would include not only full-service transient hotels but also convention hotels, conference centers, and resort properties in the service-intensive downstairs segment. One of the most basic service decisions involves food service. Another decision involves the level and kind of other services and amenities offered to the guest. We should note again that downstairs guests traveling on business during the week on an expense account may be upstairs guests seeking a lower price when traveling at their own expense on the weekend.

It is important to realize that the upstairs-downstairs segmentation represents basic strategies, active programs aimed at achieving customer patronage. The upstairs strategy reduces certain services to permit the property to operate profitably while offering the guest a superior guest room and a lower price. The downstairs strategy is more service-intensive and is aimed at a guest who is willing to pay for more service.

Another perspective regarding guest needs and expectations involves comparing leisure travelers to business travelers. The distinction between these two groups of guests is often stressed in the industry literature. Researchers regularly try to gauge what are the most important factors to each group as they travel and make hotel selections.

**FOOD SERVICE**

Hotels serving the upstairs market have chosen to eliminate or reduce drastically the food service available in the property. It is important, however, to realize that they have not ignored food service. Off-premise food service is almost invariably available.
nearby, and basic guest needs—breakfast, for instance—are often met in the property. Some examples of what we mean are described below.

**LIMITED FOOD AND BEVERAGE.** The practice of giving away a continental breakfast is certainly not new. It has been common in small hotels and inns for years. However, the advertised, standardized availability of a free breakfast—that is, one covered by the price of the room—has a special appeal. In the economy market, for instance, a continental breakfast of juice, pastry, and coffee is generally all that is provided. In some all-suite properties, as well, a continental breakfast is the standard, but a number offer a full, cooked-to-order breakfast.

Many all-suite properties also provide a scaled-down on-premise restaurant, but very few offer substantial meeting and banquet facilities. Residence Inns has a grocery shopping service available to its guests, and Homewood Suites provides an on-premise convenience store. Because long-stay suites provide a full kitchen, they do not offer any food service beyond a complimentary breakfast. Among all-suite properties, then,
there is not the uniformity in curtailment of food service that is found among most budget properties. In general, however, elimination or at least simplification of food service is the rule. The purpose is to meet the preferences of the upstairs guest while maintaining a competitive rate.

While limited food and beverage options are appropriate for many hotel guests, there are visitors that look forward to fine-dining experiences during their hotel stays or want the availability of room service or banquet facilities. Full-service hotels are going to be more appropriate for these guests who are, in most cases, willing to pay a higher room rate.

**MANAGING FOOD SERVICE.** For full-service hotels, the option of discontinuing food service—or limiting it to breakfast—just won’t work. For lower-priced hotels, this option has been effective but has driven down margins. However, managing a food service operation presents many problems. Although growth in lodging food service is keeping pace with the food service industry growth overall—and as noted earlier—the overall profitability of the hotel restaurant is much less than that produced from room revenue. This difference in profit generation is even more dramatic when capital costs and a fair share of undistributed operating expenses are allocated to the food service operation.

Operating a restaurant that is not very profitable or even losing money presents some real problems. The most obvious is a poor or negative return on investment, but this is really the least of the difficulties. More serious is the fact that an unsuccessful operation is always facing pressure to reduce costs, to cut the losses. There is a point, however, beyond which cost cutting impairs service and annoys or offends the guest, thus risking high-profit rooms revenue.

Even if the cost-cutting pressure is manageable, food service demands a great deal of attention from top management. When top managers in a hotel lack food service experience, it is difficult for them to supervise the skilled people they have hired to run the restaurant. Even where the general managers have the experience, they may feel their time and attention should be spent elsewhere.

Our discussion to this point makes a good case for turning the hotel’s restaurant over to a company more expert in food service. The practice of outsourcing or **leasing** the restaurant to an outside food service operator has a long history in North America but is now being viewed in a new light. It is becoming particularly popular in small to midsize full-service operations and in all-suite hotels. Embassy Suites leases most of its restaurants, and because Embassy operates its own complimentary breakfast, basic services are assured for the rooms guests. Properties that have selected good operators generally have good results. Some hotels report having as much as doubled their food and beverage revenues after turning their restaurants over to a third party.
Unfortunately, although leasing can solve some restaurant problems, there are some real disadvantages to leasing a hotel’s food service. The most fundamental problem is that there are now two companies running major parts of the hotel, and each company has its own business objectives and priorities. In good times, the clash of interests is often not apparent. When business turns down, however, because of the restaurant’s higher variable cost structure, the restaurant company has to cut costs—and services—to survive. However, this is just the point where the hotel needs its restaurant to be a service department if it is to be competitive. Maintaining service levels may benefit room sales—but there is no way for the restaurant to derive much benefit from the sale of a few more rooms. With this situation, it is no wonder that leased operations work out reasonably well until business goes through a bad patch, at which point disputes multiply.

REDUCTIONS IN FOOD SERVICE. Another option that hotels have at their disposal is simply to limit the food service options for their customers. For example, Marriott Courtyard (a 800-unit brand) offers a very limited food service program. When the company determined that, although it had strong breakfast and lunch sales, its dinner business was minimal, it closed its restaurant at dinner and eventually for lunch, leaving the restaurant open for breakfast only. At one time this would have been an unthinkable reduction in service for a hotel, but with the great expansion in midprice and upscale dinner houses, there are undoubtedly plenty of restaurants in the immediate area of these hotels to fill their guests’ needs. Other hotels have since followed Marriott’s lead.

BRAND-NAME RESTAURANTS. At a minimum, the availability of some kind of food service in the immediate area is essential for most hotels that do not operate their own food service facilities. Probably the best-known company to rely on the on-site franchised restaurant is La Quinta Inns. This limited-service hotel chain, which has dedicated space for its complimentary breakfast, offers restaurant operators a build-to-suit leased restaurant on the motel site. It has used this arrangement with several restaurant companies, including Denny’s, Cracker Barrel, Bob Evans Farms, Shoney’s, and Waffle House.

Full-service hotels have begun to lease out their restaurants to franchisees of major food service chains. Alternatively, some hotel operators have become franchisees of these chains themselves. The names of chains now operating within a hotel, such as Denny’s, Pizza Hut, Bennigan’s, Applebee’s, and T.G.I. Friday’s, are well known to the traveling public and, as such, serve as a draw for the hotel. In addition, as franchisees, these operations receive field support and advice from the franchise organization that can help smooth out some of the rough spots.
**LEASED SPECIALTY RESTAURANTS.** Upscale operators such as Hilton are generally not prepared to give up their basic food service operations. They have found, however, that leasing some space to a well-known brand-name operator not only will result in substantial revenue but will enhance the image of the hotel and act as a draw to rooms guests. One of the longest-standing examples of this tactic is Trader Vic’s, a Polynesian restaurant, which, after an initial success in Hilton’s Palmer House in Chicago, has gone on to lease and operate in other Hilton hotels, including the Beverly Hilton in California. At the other end of the scale of complexity, Sheraton decided to improve its coffee sales and “jump on the bandwagon for recognizability” with its new long-term relationship with Starbucks Coffee. Sheraton is taking a two-tiered approach: Some hotels have run Starbucks outlets through licensing arrangements while other locations have a leased Starbucks. Starbucks outlets can also be found in numerous Marriott hotels. Starbucks Coffee Company and Marriott International, Inc. have a long-term licensing agreement for coffeehouse locations in select Marriott Hotels, Resorts, and Suites; Marriott Conference Centers; and Renaissance Hotels, Resorts, and Suites properties.5

**CONVENTIONAL HOTEL RESTAURANTS.** A single direction for hotels’ food services is by no means clear. Some hotel operators are finding that they can’t compete successfully with local top-quality food service restaurants in attracting local trade and so are building smaller restaurants and reducing the number of food service outlets in the hotel from two or three to one. Some luxury hotels are opting for casual outlets rather than formal dining rooms. A growing number of hotels are opening European-style bistros and brasseries that combine a casual atmosphere with an upscale feel.

Upscale hotel companies such as Marriott and Hyatt, as well as luxury properties such as Four Seasons, continue to meet guest expectations for full service with a variety of restaurants in their properties, and these almost always include a top-of-the-line, luxury restaurant. The editor of *Hotels* put the case for hotel restaurants as follows:

Hotel companies such as Sheraton, Shangri-La, Kimpton Hotels, Disney, London’s Savoy Group and many others run successful restaurants and, in some cases, enormously successful banquet and catering departments. The potential residual effect of a well-run F&B department is increased occupancy—in some cases by as much as 33 percent—and support for your company’s quality image.6

It is true that food service has been greatly simplified in the economy segment that serves the upstairs market. It has frequently been deemphasized or leased out in some midscale properties. Nevertheless, in the downstairs market of convention, resort, and big-city luxury hotels, a successful food service operation continues to be absolutely essential.
RESTAURANTS AS A COMPETITIVE STRATEGY. Hotel restaurants have historically not been profitable after all costs are considered. This difficulty arises because food service is one of a hotel’s service departments. The argument for devoting significant time and effort to food service, however, is fairly straightforward: In many markets, food service adds points to occupancy rates and secures local referrals. The resulting higher occupancies more than offset the lower profit on food service.

However (and perhaps as a result of their financial history), hotel food and beverage departments have become much more profit-driven. After all of the restructuring, downsizing, reimaging, and outsourcing, there is evidence that suggests that food and beverage service has begun to contribute to a hotel’s profitability.

Properties serving the upstairs market have opted to offer limited services to guests—and, as a result, can offer attractive room rates. They know they can count on restaurants in their immediate area to supplement the complimentary services they offer in-house. In both cases—upstairs and downstairs—product, service, and resulting price are being crafted as a means to serve the guests’ needs and preferences and, thus, gain patronage in a highly competitive market.

OTHER SERVICES AND AMENITIES

Hotels use a wide range of services (other than food and beverage) to differentiate a property from its competitors. Differentiation can be achieved through distinctive physical plant features, upscale services, and other products as described below.
THE CONCIERGE AND SUPERFLOORS. As we noted in Chapter 10, the basic function of the concierge is to provide guest service and information. The crossed-keys symbol of the concierge is intended to convey a degree of expertise and knowledge significantly above that of the bell staff. The concierge knows the right restaurants and the best shows, and can probably get reservations or tickets if they are required. In many ways, the concierge acts as a friend to the stranger, giving service and rendering that “extra” in service that makes a stay a distinctive experience in hospitality.

Many hotels have added a concierge to the lobby staff, whereas a number of companies associate the concierge closely or exclusively with their special areas, often restricted only to guests staying on floors such as executive floors and tower suites. On these floors, special lounges and other services are commonly provided. Luxury hotels, such as the Four Seasons or Dallas’s Mansion at Turtle Creek, offer substantially the same services as those available on the executive floors, but to all their guests. At the other extreme, limited-service operators, particularly in the economy and budget segments, have pared extras to the bone. As one well-known economy chain’s advertising put it, “We don’t have it because you don’t want it.”

FITNESS FACILITIES. Fitness has become a major concern for many North Americans. It is not surprising, therefore, that fitness facilities of some kind have become fairly standard in most hotels. Some provision for fitness is commonly found even in economy hotels. One of the latest trends in this area is hotels providing fitness equipment that can be actually used in the guest room. Some hotels, like Hilton Hotels, are investing in portable equipment, such as StairMasters and treadmills, that can be easily brought to the guest room for private and flexible workout regimes.
**SPA PROGRAMS.** Tremendous growth has occurred in *spa facilities*, which are no longer limited just to resort properties. Hyatt, Fairmont, Four Seasons, and Ritz-Carlton hotel companies have urban spas catering to the needs of business travelers. These companies have found that business guests, needing relief from travel-related stress, have little price resistance. Both men and women relate the spa visits to increased performance whether related to helping mitigate jet lag, getting better rest during the stay, relieving stress, or overall just being more productive. The hotels have found that when the spa services get results, the fees are typically not an issue. Hotels with urban spas have found scheduling important to meet the demands of busy travelers, with many facilities open from early morning to late evening hours.\(^7\)

**BUSINESS CENTERS.** Even with guest rooms equipped in many properties like mini office suites, business travelers expect and use *business centers*, particularly in full-service hotels. Although most business travelers are equipped with their own laptop computers, some business and leisure travelers may need the computer access typically found in a hotel’s business center. For other guests, the guest room Internet access and printer and/or fax machine may not be sufficient to handle larger projects. In such cases, a business center like the one found at the Marriott World Center in Orlando, Florida, is vital, with computers and copying equipment for large-scale jobs, faxes, secretarial support, and even a bindery for books. In Seoul, South Korea, the Radisson Hotel has a business center with two conference rooms, workstations, Internet hookups, audiovisual equipment, secretarial and translation services, courier and shipping services, and business card printing services. Even economy motels make business services available, but typically with limited, self-serve options. Business travelers are on the road frequently and are potential repeat guests. It makes sense to cater to their needs in order to gain their regular patronage.

**SERVICE.** Another differentiator that is very difficult to copy is excellence in service across the board, in all departments. In this connection, it is interesting to note that it was limited-service chains that led the way with the 100 percent satisfaction guarantee. The guarantee, in turn, is based on an operating strategy of empowerment, that is, of giving employees the discretion to take care of the guests’ needs or problems right away. The result has been very high consumer satisfaction ratings and a more motivated workforce. Reportedly, the guarantee itself costs very little (0.3 percent of sales), and fulfilling it gains much more favorable public relations and word of mouth than could be purchased for such a modest cost.\(^8\) The degree to which service guarantees have been widely adopted, however, suggests that at least the statement of a guarantee is not difficult to copy. The development of a company culture that is really capable of fulfilling the promise of the guarantee, however, is something that cannot be easily duplicated.
ASSESSING SERVICES AND AMENITIES. As a competitive tactic, what stands out is the ease with which many of the services and amenities we have been discussing can be copied. The first hotel in a city that put in a television set undoubtedly had an advantage—but not for long. In addition, shampoo—once rarely seen in a hotel room—has now become commonplace. Indeed, in regard to personal-care amenities, it is becoming necessary to have them just to avoid damaging the property’s reputation, but it is difficult to see them as offering any lasting competitive advantage. Similarly, exercise facilities are an easily duplicated service. However, finding or training a good concierge is almost as difficult as providing memorable food service. Again, food service is very difficult to do well, and its very complexity ensures that it will not be easy to copy. Although some property types may be able to dispense with food service and rely on restaurants in their neighborhood, it seems likely that they will have greater difficulty in differentiating themselves from their competitors, especially as the number of properties multiplies and properties age. Industry Practice Note 12.1 illustrates one of the many forms of recognition given to hotels in highlighting their services and amenities.

SYSTEMWIDE SERVICES

In franchise organizations, the franchisor is responsible for the design of the basic business system. A successful franchise will be designed to provide the services its target markets seek. Moreover, routine services such as those provided by property management systems will ensure error-free operation of functions including accounting, billing, and credit, which are important to the guest. Thus, the franchisor is responsible for establishing a mode of operations that is professional and leaves the guest feeling that he or she is in secure hands. This enhances the guest’s experience.

Wingate by Wyndham® and other chains provide business centers for their guests. (Courtesy Wyndham Hotel Group.)
Franchising provides a brand with a means to move relatively quickly into many geographic markets. Although franchising is well established in the United States, it is still a fairly new business practice overseas, where conditions for franchising vary from one region to another. The maintenance of quality in operations is a property-level responsibility, but quality assurance through inspection systems is a vital function of the franchisor. You can maintain your property, but your reputation is really in the hands of all your fellow franchisees. Establishing an acceptable level of quality, ensuring that quality through frequent inspections, and providing assistance when a problem persists are all important activities of the franchisor, as is the encouragement of high operating standards. Some franchisors award ratings somewhat like the Forbes star rating system and publish those ratings in their directories. They also encourage franchisees to publicize their ratings in their advertising. Franchisors arrange for mentoring staff

---

**INDUSTRY PRACTICE NOTE 12.1**

**Hotels Honored among World Business Hotels**

In addition to hotel rating services such as Forbes and AAA, hotels can be recognized by professional associations and trade publications. One such publication is Institutional Investor, a trade publication that conducts an annual survey of frequent-traveling top executive officers regarding their travel experiences. The survey measures room quality, service, dining, location, and overall design. Topping the 2008 survey of the world’s best hotels is the Bristol Hotel in Paris, which finished just ahead of the Park Hyatt Tokyo and Adlon Kempinski Berlin.

**The Top Ten**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANK</th>
<th>HOTEL/CITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bristol, Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Park Hyatt, Tokyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Adlon Kempinski, Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Four Seasons, Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ritz-Carlton, Battery Park, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Four Seasons, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ritz-Carlton (Four Seasons), Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Park Hyatt Paris—Vendôme, Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Claridge’s, London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ciragan Palace, Kempinski, Istanbul</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

Franchising provides a brand with a means to move relatively quickly into many geographic markets. Although franchising is well established in the United States, it is still a fairly new business practice overseas, where conditions for franchising vary from one region to another.
of properties that are experiencing quality problems by teams from more successful franchise members. Another important service rendered by the franchise or chain organization is a national or, more commonly, international reservation service. This topic is discussed in a later section.

An important aspect of product involves the brand name of the hotel. Brand is thought of as an aspect of product because it affects the consumer’s perception of the product. When you see a sign that says Motel 6, Hampton Inn, or Hilton, you undoubtedly have different images before you set foot in the property. We will be concerned with brands again when we discuss advertising.

Brand names are not inexpensive. PKF Hospitality Research found franchising fees to average 6.1 percent of total revenues. There was variation, however, in franchising fees based on the type of hotel. Suite hotels franchise fees averaged 9.2 percent whereas resorts averaged 4.4 percent. Figure 12.4 shows franchise fees as a percentage of total revenue for hotel companies based on category. Typical franchise fees include the initial fee, royalties, marketing contributions, reservations fees, loyalty-program expenses, and other applicable charges. Selecting a brand is a major decision of the property’s owners. According to one source, a major determinant in the selection process should be the central reservation contribution. A reasonable expectation is that central reservations will contribute from 15 percent to 20 percent of occupancy. Other items that an owner should analyze are how marketing dollars are spent, the availability of regional marketing support groups, stringency of quality standards, effectiveness of customer satisfaction scores, and frequency of property visits from sales and marketing staff and operations consultants. Industry Practice Note 12.2 discusses changes that are occurring between franchisors and franchisees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPERTY TYPE</th>
<th>RATIOS BASED ON TOTAL REVENUES</th>
<th>PER AVAILABLE ROOM PER YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Hotels</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>$2,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Service</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>$2,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited service</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>$1,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resort hotels</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>$2,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite hotels</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>$3,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention hotels</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>$2,507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12.4
Franchise fees (including marketing fees).
Franchisors-Franchisees: A Growing Team Approach

The relationship between the franchisor and franchisee has not always been harmonious in many industry segments, including hospitality. There are several examples in the hotel industry of how franchisors and franchisees are starting to work as a team for the mutual benefit of both parties.

For example, historically, franchise fees have been set in stone by the franchisors, with no flexible relief allowed for franchisees. Vagabond Franchise System offers royalty and marketing fees that start at 3 percent for the first year and increase to 3.5 percent by year two and 4 percent by the third year and following years. The graduated fee structure acknowledges that a franchised hotel typically is not an instant success. The new hotel starts a process of building clientele by becoming known by the traveling public. The money saved in a cheaper royalty fee can be utilized for local marketing efforts in helping to build the business.

WestCoast Hospitality Corporation may offer one of the industry’s most flexible systems, with the royalty fee ranging from 2 percent to 4 percent of room revenue. WestCoast franchises the Red Lion brand. The sliding scale system for Red Lion franchisees is based on the amount of room revenue contributed by the company’s central reservation system. If the central reservation system (CRS) contributes as much as 19.9 percent of the property’s room revenue, there is a 2 percent royalty charge. If the revenue ranges from 20 percent to 24.9 percent, the royalty fee goes up to 3 percent and 4 percent if more than 25 percent of the room revenue is generated through the CRS. WestCoast also provides windows in which the franchisee can terminate the franchise agreement without paying any fees if the franchisor’s contribution doesn’t exceed 15 percent of the hotel’s total revenue during the prior 12 months. According to executives with the franchisor WestCoast Hospitality, their approach focuses on the franchisor working for their money. One stated, “If we deliver reservations, franchisees will not want to leave. If we don’t deliver, they have the right to leave.”

WestCoast is not alone in its commitment to franchisor performance. Baymont Inns and Suites has performance benchmarks in the brand’s franchise agreements. If the benchmarks are not met, there is a sliding scale for fees. If the franchisor is not producing over a period of time, the franchisee can leave for no charge.

Another growing trend is the areas of protection that are increasingly being written into franchise agreements. A typical concern among hotel operators is the competition with another hotel under the same flag or with hotels in the same family of brands within a company. Franchisors are starting to commit to observing established zones around franchised hotels in which they will not license other hotel properties.

CHAPTER 12  Competition in the Lodging Business

PRICE AND PRICING TACTICS

Some would say that the goal of price is to maximize profit—and that may be the intention of many who set prices. However, in anything but the short term, the very competitive hotel market restrains price gouging. There is also a lower limit on rates, which is set by cost—the cost of the property (capital cost), the cost of operating the property, and a reasonable return for ownership. Otherwise, the hotel will go out of business. Thus, we can say that upper and lower boundaries for price are set by competition in the market and cost.

With a low variable cost—say, $10 to rent one more room—and plenty of margin between that variable cost and a selling price of, say, $75, the decision to discount is not difficult. Add to that the fact that there are fixed costs (payroll for a minimum crew size, fixed overhead costs, a mortgage and interest or rent) that must be met to keep the doors open. Pricing is also subject to the fact that unsold rooms have no value the next day; that is, there is no inventory. As a result, during slow periods, whether a recession or just an off-season, there is a tendency toward discounting when demand is slack.

In times of peak demand, however, prices tend to be at their maximum. Pricing is subject to the pressure of limited capacity—there are only so many rooms that can be sold on any given night, so when demand is expected to be very high, there is very little give in rates. Limited capacity supports and raises price in good times.

Under these circumstances, there is a natural tendency for hotel prices to vary with demand: discounted during slow periods but at their upper limits when demand is high.
is strong. However, hotels can't afford to drift at the mercy of these short-run currents. Hotel pricing, in practice, is proactive; that is, pricing, like other elements of the marketing mix, should be used to attract customers' long-run patronage, not just to generate revenue for the short run. If a convention will bring in 1,000 room nights (three days for 330 people), it may make sense to rent rooms with a regular rate of $175 for $165 to convention attendees in order to get the convention, especially considering the food and beverage, meeting room rental, and other spending such a large group will bring to the property. If there is logic to reducing rates in order to attract a convention, a similar process of reasoning can be used to set a special corporate rate for companies that will use, say, 1,000 room nights a year. The principle is that of a discount for a large-volume sale.

The regular rates may be too high for some types of customers who can't afford full rates or who have a low level of reimbursement: clergy, government employees and military personnel, sports teams, and academics. These market segments might never consider the hotel if all that was available was the regular rate. Recall that a hotel has busy periods but also slow periods, and it becomes clear that these groups of people, even at reduced rates, can add significantly to profit as customers during a slow weekend or offseason period. The alternative is to have the rooms stand empty, yielding no revenue.

We could add to the list of special cases, but this should be enough to suggest why price is not some fixed figure but one that varies with conditions and with the customers being served. The question does arise, however, as to when special rates should be honored. Simple logic suggests that during very slow periods, a hotel might be glad to have all the special cases described previously, even at rates discounted 25 to 50 percent. However, a hotel is not interested in selling a $175 room for $95.50 during a period when the hotel is certain to be full. In between peaks and valleys in demand, there are times when the rates that should be charged are not quite so clear and may have to be decided on a day-by-day basis. To deal with this set of issues, the tool of yield management was adapted from a similar practice developed by the airlines.

**YIELD MANAGEMENT**

No discussion of pricing is complete without mentioning yield management, a concept that is often misunderstood even by those who practice it. One researcher defines yield management as follows:

Yield Management is a method that can help a firm sell the right unit to the right customer at the right time and for the right price. It guides the decision of how to allocate undifferentiated units of limited capacity to available demand
in a way that maximizes profit or revenue. The question is, how much should one sell at what price and to which market segment.\textsuperscript{10}

The process of developing a yield management system begins with a study of room demand in a property over a period of some years. Based on this history, regular patterns of slow and peak periods—and those in between—are identified, and, via dedicated software, the information is modeled so as to give a theoretical forecast of demand. Managers then begin to plan their pricing tactics based on history and a forecast of actual expected events. The following conversation might take place during a hotel’s planning session:

Week A is theoretically a busy week, but that’s because that’s when the Intergalactic Homebrewer’s Association meeting is held. Since that piece of business has moved to another city, we’d better open up the special rate categories or we’ll be in real trouble. On the other hand, week B has usually been slow, but this year we have the World’s Best Bicycle Show and so we’ll be full. Let’s close out all special rates except to our best corporate accounts.

Yield management, then, is based on combining a history of room demand with a current forecast for demand. Normally, forecasts are made for a period of a year but reviewed quarterly, monthly, weekly, and, finally, daily. As demand shifts, apparent slow periods heat up, and forecasted busy days turn soft. Throughout this period, the rates are adjusted up and down to try to maximize revenue. Most hotels use proprietary software to manage yields, and, indeed, many central reservation systems have a yield management function built into their programs for each property served.

\textbf{THE PROBLEMS OF YIELD MANAGEMENT.} Although yield management helps solve recurrent problems regarding day-to-day rate variations, its implementation presents some serious problems. From the customer’s point of view, pricing may appear arbitrary and unfair. Guest A visiting with Guest B in the lobby may discover that the two of them have identical rooms but quite different rates. The rate listed in a chain’s directory (often called the rack rate) may be charged to only a few unknowing customers.

Rate differentials, during the same time period and for the same room type, are due to a number of reasons as delineated below:

- The guest may have a group rate because of attending a conference, convention, or social event at or nearby the hotel.
- The guest may have a corporate or governmental special rate.
• The room was reserved at a different point in time—perhaps before room demand escalated (then the rate would likely be lower) or after the room demand escalated (resulting in a higher room rate).

• The rate is part of a package perhaps with an airline ticket, rental car, or event tickets included.

• The guest is staying for a longer period of time and subsequently received a lower rate.

• Increasingly, the consumer (i.e., guest) shopped on the Internet between hotel distributors such as Travelocity.com or Expedia.com and the hotel’s own Web site and found a discounted room rate.

There is no question that extensive discounting has taken place in the lodging industry. Discounting, as related to the impact of the Internet, is explored more in the next section. Whatever public perception there may be of inconsistent discounts, the pressures on managers to maximize revenue based on yield management are here to stay. One researcher suggests four ground rules for practicing yield management in ways that are more acceptable to guests:

1. Disclosure of the rate structure and the concessions offered should be available to customers. “For example, a hotel can advertise the various rates available and the restrictions or benefits associated with each of these rates.”

2. Cancellation restrictions can be offered along with a reduced rate so as to match the customer’s benefit with one for the hotel. “For example, Marriott offers a substantially lower price for advance purchases.”

3. Other reasonable restrictions such as a minimum length of stay may be offered in exchange for a favorable rate.

4. Different prices are offered for products that are perceived to be different. A room with a view or one on an “executive” floor may carry a higher price; lower prices are seen as fair where these guarantees are not required.\(^1\)

Another area of problems for yield management lies in staff training. If a customer stayed in a hotel for $75 last time and asks for the same rate, a well-trained reservationist can explain that that category of rooms is sold out. An untrained (or disgruntled) reservationist might respond instead, “Sorry, we’re almost full, so we’re only selling at our maximum rate.”

The reservationist and desk clerk’s jobs are to try to “sell up”—to get the highest rate possible. Today’s varying rate structures are complicated, however, and a poorly trained reservationist who does not know the twists and turns of special rates may end up having them explained to him or her by a regular guest. Once the guest is in control of the transaction, minimum rate and maximum upgrade are the most likely outcome.
PLACE-AND PLACES

LOCATION

Location is a widely recognized factor in the success of a hotel. Ideal hotel locations have long been at the center of travel networks and near destinations. Airport hotels and roadside hotels come to mind immediately. Downtown hotels were once located downtown because they were near the railroad station, then the hub of the principal means of transportation. Today, locations of downtown hotels are advantageous because they are close to the business and cultural destinations their guests come to visit.

The decision to build a specific hotel in a particular location is generally based on a feasibility study. The contents of a feasibility study are outlined in Figure 12.5. The location of an individual hotel is of vital importance to that property for the present and future. A feasibility study, therefore, must incorporate confirmed, tentative, and speculative plans for an area or city that could impact a hotel’s location.

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

There are a number of ways that connections are made between hotel rooms and prospective guests. Collectively, these “conduits” between potential guests and the hotel rooms awaiting their arrival are called distribution channels. The businesses and other entities that are active in the distribution channels are referred to as channel members. These entities include hotel chains, franchise systems, and referral (membership) services, as well as hotel sales and representation companies such as Utell. It is
rare that a hotel can fill its rooms from just one distribution channel. Each channel has a cost associated with it along with a rate structure that each channel delivers in selling the property’s rooms.

The changing dynamics of distribution channels is described in Industry Practice Note 12.3. Travel agents are channel members, as are other agencies that make travel arrangements, such as travel wholesalers and incentive houses. The latter put together packages to be used by companies to reward their employees and dealers for outstanding performance. Although individual hotels are channel members and can influence other channel members to gain sales, the franchisor (or chain headquarters) takes the heaviest responsibility for determining and maintaining the group’s relationship with the other channel members.

Hotel chains and franchise organizations maintain national and regional sales offices and provide central reservation services to hotels that are part of their system. One group of franchises, owned by Choice Hotels, manages the nine different franchise brands shown in Figure 12.6. Providing an international central reservation system for hotels is one of the most important services a franchisor can provide to its franchise properties.

---

**Figure 12.5**
Contents of a feasibility study.

- **Site location**  
  Relative to transportation systems and destinations

- **Demand analysis**  
  Demand in immediate areas as well as in the wider (i.e., city- or areawide) community

- **Market characteristics**  
  Trends in demographic and economic conditions; used to support demand projections

- **Analysis of the competition**
  1. Quality of competitive operators
  2. Number of competitive units relative to present and projected demand
  3. Outlook for new competition

- **Financial analysis**
  1. Projection of occupancy, average rate, total income, and expense
  2. Commentary on feasibility of the project

Travel agents have long played an important role in selling hotel rooms. Travel agency business has been severely affected by individuals’ increased use of the Internet to make their own travel arrangements. Many travel agencies have therefore moved into specialization niches, such as working with corporate travel (approximately 71 percent of their business), exotic travel, or particularly upscale or luxury...

Travel Intermediaries: Utell Hotels and Resorts

In 1926, Henry Utell—founder of Utell Hotels and Resorts—was a journalist in Vienna who started one of the first newspaper travel sections. After immigrating to the United States in 1930, he realized the need among those crossing the Atlantic for a knowledgable agent to arrange accommodations. He began to serve in this role by sending letters to European hotels on behalf of his clients, essentially connecting the guest with the hotel.

Fast forward to 1994, when the very first online hotel reservation was made using technology created by Utell Hotels & Resorts’ owner, Pegasus Solutions, based in Dallas, Texas. Pegasus was named as one of the 500 fastest-growing U.S. companies and in 2006 was acclaimed as the World’s Leading Travel Distribution Service at the World Travel Awards.

Today, Utell Hotels & Resorts operates in every part of the world and provides fast and reliable reservations for clients online, via travel agents, or over the telephone. Throughout all its many changes, which its founder could not have even predicted, Utell continues connecting guests with hotels. The reach of the parent company, Pegasus Solutions, is even greater. Pegasus serves the 10 largest U.S.-based travel agencies, 8 of the top 10 agencies in the United Kingdom, more than 86,000 hotel properties around the globe, and more than half of the 50 largest hotel companies in the world. More than 1,000 Web sites and services have their hotel reservations powered by Pegasus.


Travel agents have long played an important role in selling hotel rooms. Travel agency business has been severely affected by individuals’ increased use of the Internet to make their own travel arrangements. Many travel agencies have therefore moved into specialization niches, such as working with corporate travel (approximately 71 percent of their business), exotic travel, or particularly upscale or luxury...

CHOICE HOTELS INTERNATIONAL

- Ascend Collection
- Cambria Suites
- Clarion
- Comfort Inn
- Comfort Suites
- Econolodge
- Mainstay Suites
- Quality Inn
- Roadway Inns
- Sleep Inn
- Suburban

Figure 12.6
Different franchise brands owned by Choice Hotels.
trip planning. There has been a huge increase in the number of online travel agencies (OTA).\textsuperscript{12}

Another group of channel members is the airline central reservation system (CRS). When making travel arrangements, an airline, via telephone, in person, or on the Internet, can offer to place customers’ room reservations for them as well. The large car rental companies and virtually all travel agents are also interfaced to one or more of the airline CRSSs. A moment’s reflection suggests how many “virtual front desks” have been added to the hotel industry, not only through airline reservation systems but through all the other agencies interfaced to the airline systems. A study conducted by J.D. Power and Associates, a global marketing information services firm, found that twice as many people book reservations directly with the airline, hotel, or rental agency Web site rather than the independent online agencies such as Hotwire, Expedia, or Hotels .com. According to the study, the main reason these branded Web sites are preferred has to do with convenience. When hotel reservations are made through an airline or car rental site, this service to the hotel is not free. Commissions are required for hotel reservations made through airline and other travel companies in very much the same way that they are for travel agents.\textsuperscript{13}

The growth in channels of distribution has the favorable effect for hotels of increasing distribution—the number of places their product is sold. Channels, however, usually add marketing costs for the hotel and also another dimension to competition, putting added pressure on hotel prices. One factor that makes the Internet appear so very attractive to hotel operators is that it offers the chance to minimize the payment of fees to travel intermediaries.

The Internet is being used by hotels and customers for much more than individual travel. For example, Passkey is a Web-based booking product that includes online capability to create multiple attendee types and room blocks—two features that are very attractive to meeting planners. Large hotels and resorts, such as the Wynn Las Vegas, use MeetingBroker to manage hundreds of leads they receive each week from various channels. MeetingBroker is an Internet-based exchange lead management solution capable of capturing and integrating leads for hotel business from a variety of sources.\textsuperscript{14}

More follows on the impact of the Internet and the various forms of Internet-related distribution channels.

**INTERNET DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS.** There are several different types of electronic business-to-consumer distribution channels for hotel rooms. One form is a chain’s own Web site. As described above, many chains have added the capability to market and book not only guest rooms but also banquets and other catered functions, meetings, and conferences. This distribution channel provides the hotel company an invaluable,
multimedia marketing tool if the business wants to invest the time, money, and maintenance of the Web site. The Internet contributed 40 percent, or 8,581,936 reservations, of the total Central Reservation Office (CRO) reservations at major hotel brands as of the third quarter in 2006. More recently, brand Web sites—those hosted by the individual hotel brand—were the source of more than 80 percent of all centrally booked Internet reservations.

There are also channels that utilize data and the reservation engine from the Global Distribution System (GDS). Examples of such companies are Expedia and Travelocity. An additional electronic channel is a company such as WorldRes, which is a Web-based channel with an inventory and reservation database maintained online. Last, there are the auction-style Web sites, such as Priceline.com, in which people try to get hotel rooms with the lowest bids. For the third quarter of 2006, the importance of GDS commerce was evident with 22.8 percent coming through those channels.15

THE IMPACT OF THE INTERNET. The impact of the Internet on the hotel industry, as well as on other facets of the broader travel industry, has been revolutionary. Half of all travelers buy travel online and even more go online to research travel plans. PhoCusWright, a market research firm, reported that as of 2009, online leisure and business travel outperformed every other distribution channel. Moreover, it is likely that the majority of all bookings will occur through the Internet in the very near future.16

One study found that competitive pricing was the key motivating factor that encouraged consumers to purchase travel online. The pricing advantage outweighed the additional benefits of saving time, getting bonus loyalty club points, having more control, or obtaining better information. Third-party sites are increasingly used for hotel rate shopping prior to consumers booking directly on hotel Web sites. The response from hotel chains has been to withhold inventory from the online travel sites as well as to feature cheaper rates on their own Web sites. Independent hotels have benefited from the Internet as well. Customers can inspect the rooms and get information on the unfamiliar independent hotel’s services through the property’s Web site. These hotels subsequently can compete in ways that they could not prior to this technology.17

The Internet’s impact on hotel pricing is even more widespread in altering hotel group revenue and presenting challenges for meeting and convention planners. The traditional process has been for a hotel to “block,” or reserve, a number of guest rooms for a particular group. A specified rate is provided as the “group room rate.” Oftentimes, room rates, along with the number of rooms to be reserved, are decided
years in advance of the actual meeting, convention, or event. Before the Internet, a meeting attendee, for example, would routinely make a reservation at the specified hotel under the “special” group rate without checking nearby hotels for lower rates. With the Internet, information on competing room rates is now at a person’s fingertips. It could even happen that the incoming attendee can find a cheaper rate at the same exact hotel that initially provided the “special” group rate. Because group rates are established in advance, they may not reflect the current supply and demand conditions that could possibly drive room rates lower than what was expected weeks, months, or years ahead of the needed dates. Because meeting planners are committed to book a certain percentage or rooms from the established block, attrition damages often result when attendees do not stay at the designated hotel or reserve rooms “outside of the block.”

Hotel operators are challenged by possible solution strategies to the dilemmas presented by Internet shopping. One recommendation, in contrast to most current group contracts, is to adjust room rates according to industry or market conditions. This means that room rates could go either up or down, but hotels and meeting planners would then have the benefit of the flexibility utilized by Internet travel sites. Also important is for hotels to consider their competitive services and amenities. It is not feasible for many hotels to compete solely on room rates. Exceptional service and additional amenities may provide an even stronger competitive advantage.

Although the Internet has certainly impacted hotel discounting, there have been benefits in transaction charges. The traditional reservation process is often cumbersome, time-consuming, and labor-intensive. Accor hotels, in analyzing how the Internet impacts transaction costs, found an 80 to 90 percent savings by selling directly to the consumer online. Additionally, many hotels, as do the airlines, sell last-minute package deals characterized by low prices and short lead times. This gives the hotels the opportunity to dispose rather quickly of unsold inventory.¹⁸

**ONLINE SHOPPING PATTERNS.** Consumers take a very competitive approach in shopping for hotels. When shopping on the Web, most people will visit numerous sites in searching for a hotel room. One study found that just 10 percent of would-be guests visit only one site to book a hotel room. An additional 43 percent visit two to three sites, and 22 percent visit four or more sites.¹⁹

Consumers will see travel e-commerce with more products aimed at the buyer’s need for quick “sound bytes” of information, pricing and travel options prior to, during, and after travel. Mobile devices, such as phones, Blackberries, and iPods, will become increasingly important for receiving hits of information, including that focused on travel-related items.
PROMOTION: MARKETING COMMUNICATION

Marketing communication is persuasive communication. It uses the tools of mass communication and individualized communication to encourage patronage of a hotel or group of hotels, such as a chain or franchise group. Advertising, sales promotion, and public relations are the principal mass-medium selling tools.

Until quite recently, individualized communication for hotels largely meant personal selling. Although personal selling is still a vital tool of hotel marketers, an increasingly important role is played by individualized communication based on information about customers (and people similar to them) captured in the databases of guest history systems and transaction records, which we discuss in a moment.

ADVERTISING IN MASS MEDIA

Advertising is paid communication. It uses print media (a favorite among hotels), such as newspapers and magazines; electronic media, such as television, radio, and the Internet; and outdoor media, such as billboards. Another mass medium is direct mail, but the possibilities for individualizing direct-mail offers have multiplied so greatly by the databases mentioned earlier that we need to qualify its classification as a mass medium.

Advertising carried out by the individual property may be aimed at the local community as well as directed at potential guests in cities that serve as a major point of origin for visitors. Brand advertising is carried out by chains and franchise and membership organizations. Hotels experienced significant declines in marketing budgets after September 11. These declines continued into 2003, rebounded, then declined again beginning in 2007, seeing only slight improvements in 2010. Some properties found creative approaches to maximize the limited marketing dollars. Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort, for example, entered into a number of partnerships, most notably with the local tourism commission to sell beach towns along the Gulf Coast in Florida as destinations. Other hotels have experienced similar benefits from partnering with state tourism commissions and convention center groups. E-mail blast advertising is also on the increase, costing less than 1 cent per blast compared to 7 cents per postcard. Marketing budgets started to increase in 2004 and then held steady in the last few years of the decade at 7.5 percent.

Recently, a group of industry experts and hoteliers suggested that a reasonable hotel marketing budget is 15 percent of the forecasted room revenue. They also said that 25 to 30 percent of the marketing budget should go toward Internet marketing services, such as Web site design and marketing, and only 12 percent toward e-mail
marketing. The reminder should be spent on paid search marketing, link development, social media, and banner ads and listings on complimentary Web sites. Finally they noted that these allocations might vary depending on the hotel size, local market, and available services offered by the hotel.21

Even with larger budgets, hotels have to be aware of the return on investment of marketing dollars. Many properties have decreased spending on television and radio ads because it is hard to track the impact of that type of advertising. Print, which is much more trackable, allows a hotel to have more certainty regarding its return on investment.

**ADVERTISING ON THE INTERNET**

Hotels are turning to Internet advertising with their more limited marketing budgets. This form of advertising is trackable and has been demonstrating noteworthy returns on investment. The advertising landscape has been shifting with customers who are using Web sites run by airlines and hotels over the big travel sites like Orbitz, Expedia, and Travelocity. New rivals for online travel searches have also emerged. Meta-search sites like SideStep and Kayak scan the inventories of dozens of airline sites as well as online travel agencies like Orbitz. Internet giants such as Yahoo! and Google have also upgraded their travel sites.

Internet advertising involving hotel Web pages typically feature photographs and information on the hotel and the surrounding area. Most Web sites have the capability for guests to make reservations. Many Web sites offer visitors the opportunity to take a virtual tour of the hotel, including guest rooms, restaurants, lobby, and pool, spa, or recreational areas.

At Marriott’s Web site (www.marriott.com), visitors can use a mapping system to locate any Marriott, Courtyard, Residence Inn, or Fairfield Inn in the United States. Once the location is mapped, the visitor can zoom in or out for desired detail. Also, at the click of a button, the system can calculate estimated driving times and road-by-road directions to and from any location, including any of the 16 million businesses and attractions found in the database. Westin Hotels & Resorts is using the Internet to feature a program called “Westin Sights and Sounds.” Created by MSN, Web surfers can experience five-minute vacations with soothing music and different Westin properties.

Boston’s convention and visitor bureau has a site (www.meetingpath.com) where Boston-area hotels can post short-term guest room availability. New England hotels that participate in the site can display detailed text and graphics to describe their properties.
Sales promotion is “a marketing communication activity which offers an incentive to immediate action.” At the property level, sales promotions are often special events or individualized rewards for frequent guests.

One of the most common forms of sales promotion has as its target customers who are already patronizing the system’s hotels. These are the frequent-traveler programs.

**PARTNERSHIPS AND REWARD PROGRAMS.** Frequent-guest clubs offer regular guests a reward for brand loyalty. Frequent-stay programs may be a hotel chain’s biggest marketing expense, yet the hope is that they instill loyalty that helps drive business.
Such programs also provide opportunities to collect more and better information about customers. With price being a major determinant in hotel selection, particularly among the leisure segment, the concept of “brand loyalty” among the buying public has been questioned recently, particularly with the competitive shopping advantages offered by the Internet.

The first hotel frequent-guest program was introduced in 1983 by Holiday Inns, followed quickly by Marriott. Early in the process, hotels learned that many guests preferred air miles to hotel points, which were exchangeable only for free hotel stays. As a result, hotels formed partnerships with airlines. Hotels purchased frequent-flyer miles at wholesale rates and offered their guests a choice between airline miles or points good for hotel stays. As airline partners, the hotels also receive favorable coverage in airline frequent-flyer publications. The partnership makes especially good sense for hotels, because the largest hotel programs have over 10 million members while major airlines have more than 20 million members. Most hotel programs offer miles, points, or both. Points can be converted into air miles, used to purchase merchandise, or used for hotel stays. The merchandise programs were begun when hotels discovered that the most frequent travelers had more frequent-flyer miles than they could use and were interested in some other form of reward. Hilton’s HHonors program even provides vacation benefits for members when buying, selling, financing, or refinancing a home with its “Awards for Mortgage and Real Estate.”

**FREQUENCY MARKETING AND DATABASES.** Frequent-traveler programs do more than reinforce customer loyalty. They provide a wealth of detailed information on customers. From membership information, hotels can learn about the demographics of their customer base as well as where they come from. From transaction records, it is possible to build up a record of individual spending patterns and preferences. These databases permit hotels to learn who their best customers are. They also make it possible to custom-design offers to guests, which can be delivered by direct mail or phone. Does a guest come most frequently in the fall? Perhaps he or she would like to see the area in the spring. Had the guest been coming regularly but has not visited the property for some time? Is something wrong? What needs to be done to remedy the problem?

Moreover, once a profile of the hotel’s best customers has been developed, it is possible to purchase other databases on people who have a similar profile:

Many hotel companies overlay an online database with information from credit card companies or transportation companies. Secondary overlays are available from geodemographic and psychographic information firms. In combination, the data from these external sources provide invaluable enhancement to a hotel’s in-house records.
Our discussion of competitive practices was structured by the model of the marketing mix. Competition should be proactive, not reactive. In each element of the marketing mix, there is a tool for reaching and attracting guests. With the development of data-based marketing, moreover, the appeal can be more carefully crafted to motivate our guests and people like them, and even to reach them individually with the appeal best suited to them.

Product is ultimately the guest’s experience. Ways of improving that experience include food service, other services and amenities, and systemwide services. Limited-service properties do not offer restaurant service to their “upstairs” guests, but food service continues to be a major competitive tool in reaching the “downstairs” guests in full-service hotels. Food service is difficult to manage, and some properties have leased their food service operations. This solution has built-in problems related to giving up control of the “service department” of the hotel. Other hotels use franchised restaurants to gain a successful food service format, field supervision, and the power of an additional brand. Still others have sought to limit the problems of and skills required by food service by simplifying their food service operations. The problem with most services and amenities is that many are easily copied and so do not offer differentiation. Systemwide services provided by franchisors include quality assurance for the entire system, an international reservation service, and the establishment and maintenance of a brand name and image.

The low variable cost and consequent wide margin in room sales offer many opportunities for special rates. These are extended to volume customers and, during slow periods, to specially targeted customers, such as sports teams. Rates can also vary according to demand as yield management dictates. The practice of yield management runs the risk of offending customers who are charged different rates for the same product at different times. Good practice in yield management dictates full disclosure of pricing to customers and restrictions on rooms sold at lower rates, such as advance purchase or minimum stay.

Place refers not only to the property’s location but also to the channels of distribution. Promotion or marketing communication uses mass advertising in the electronic and print media. Brand advertising in large chains involves very large expenditures to establish and maintain a brand name and image. The Internet has become prominent in advertising, and interactive Web sites make the Internet an additional channel of distribution. Although such mass promotion remains important, hotels are moving toward tighter targeting in their marketing, based on databases made up of information on customers and their transactions.
Review Questions

1. What are some of the conditions of competition in the hotel business? What is their impact?

2. What is the difference between the upstairs and downstairs markets?

3. What is the role of food service in lodging? Why have some segments chosen to reduce or eliminate their food services?

4. What means of differentiation other than food service were discussed in the text? What is your assessment of the effectiveness of each?

5. What is meant by low variable cost in the lodging industry?

6. Describe what yield management is. Discuss the pros and cons of yield management.

7. What is meant by channels of distribution? What are the established channels for hotels? What are the new channels? What is the outlook for travel intermediaries in lodging?

8. What is the impact of partnerships on hotel marketing?

9. What are several of the advantages that have been provided to hotels through the Internet? What are several of the disadvantages that hotels have experienced because of the Internet?
Internet Exercises

1. **Site name**: Choice Hotels  
   **URL**: www.choicehotels.com  
   **Background information**: Choice Hotels International is one of the largest and most successful lodging franchisors in the world with over 5,000 hotels in more than 33 countries. Built on the foundation of the venerable Quality Inn brand, a pioneer in consistent mid-priced lodging, Choice Hotels today is the worldwide franchisor of ten branded hotels as well as the Ascend Collection, a network of boutique hotels.  
   **Site name**: Wyndham Worldwide  
   **URL**: www.wyndhamworldwide.com  
   **Background information**: Wyndham Worldwide was previously part of the Cendant group. It is one of the world’s largest hospitality companies spanning six continents and offering individual consumers and business customers a broad array of hospitality products, services and price ranges through a diverse portfolio of world-renowned brands.  
   **Exercises**:  
   a. Review both of the above sites. How do the Wyndham Hotel group and Choice Hotel Group position themselves to compete with one another?  
   b. Surf both sites and describe the franchise information that is provided by each company. Which company provides the most extensive information?

2. **Site name**: Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts  
   **URL**: www.fourseasons.com  
   **Background information**: As one of the world’s leading operators of luxury hotels and resorts, Four Seasons currently manages over 80 properties worldwide. The company also offers a growing network of branded vacation ownership properties and private residences.  
   **Site name**: The Ritz-Carlton  
   **URL**: www.ritzcarlton.com  
   **Background information**: Among the grand hotels of the world, the Ritz-Carlton hotels and resorts are renowned for indulgent luxury. Sumptuous surroundings and legendary service are their trademark. They currently manage 70 hotels in 24 countries.  
   **Site name**: Rosewood Hotels & Resorts  
   **URL**: www.rosewoodhotels.com  
   **Background information**: Rosewood Hotels & Resorts is a privately held ultra-luxury hotel management company. Rosewood is a collection of unique hotels that offer luxurious accommodations and personalized service. Each hotel features architectural details, elegant interiors, and innovative culinary concepts that are reflective of the local region where the hotel or resort is located.
Exercises:

a. All three of the above hotel companies compete for the same target population. What marketing strategies do they use to attract customers to their hotels? How do they differ?

b. In your opinion, which hotel company has the best marketing strategies on its Web site? Why?

c. What are the similarities and differences among these three companies regarding how they market their hotels versus how the Choice and Cendant hotel groups market their hotels?

Notes


2. There are a number of other ways of viewing the marketing mix. See, for instance, Stowe Shoemaker, Robert Lewis, and Peter Yesawich, Marketing Leadership in Hospitality and Tourism: Strategies and Tactics for Competitive Advantage, 4th ed., 2006, Prentice Hall. The view in this chapter is adopted less as an analytical device than as a means of exposition.

3. The upstairs-downstairs guest dichotomy originated, we believe, with the Marriott organization.


11. Ibid.


